3RD ANNUAL
HUMAN RIGHTS &
HISTORY LECTURE

Rights for Women of Color in Medieval Europe

GUEST SPEAKER:
LYNN RAMEY

Lynn Ramey is professor of French at Vanderbilt
University. She is the author of Christian, Saracen
and Genre in Medieval French Literature: Imagination
and Cultural Interaction in the French Middle Ages
and coeditor of Race, Class, and Gender in "Medieval"
Cinema.

February 17, 2022
5:00-7:00, LA 4310
Open to the public

ZOOM LINK:
https://towson-edu.zoom.us/webinar/
register/
WN_oDLOwHYuRqfK7V1O_jKH5A

Morgan Library M917 folio 109

SPONSORED BY THE HISTORY DEPARTMENT
AND THE MINOR IN HUMAN RIGHTS & HISTORY

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
KKATZ@TOWSON.EDU